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Structured Abstract
Purpose: This paper aims to lay the foundations to develop a dominant logic and a common thematic
framework of strategic innovation, and to encourage consensus over the field‟s core foundation of
main themes.
Methods: We explore the intersection between the constituent fields of strategic management and
innovation management through a concept mapping process. We categorize the main themes and
search for common ground in order to develop the core thematic framework of strategic innovation.
We look at the sub themes of strategic innovation in published research and develop a more detailed
framework. The conceptual categories derived from the process are then placed in a logical sequence
according to how they occur in practice or in the order of how the concepts develop from one other.
Findings: The results yield seven main themes that form the main taxonomy of strategic innovation:
types of strategic innovation, environmental analysis of strategic innovation, strategic innovation
planning, enabling strategic innovation, collaborative networks, managing knowledge, and strategic
outcomes.
Research limitations and implications: The new thematic framework we are proposing for strategic
innovation remains preliminary in nature and would need to be tried and tested by researchers and
practitioners in order to gain acceptability. Academic rigor and methodological structure are not
sufficient to determine whether our conceptual framework will become widely diffused in academia
and industry. It would have to pass through an emergent, evolutionary process of selection, adoption
and an inevitable degree of change and adaptation, just like any other innovation.
Practical implications: The practical implications concern the production of instructive material and
the application of strategic management initiatives in industry. The proposed themes and sub themes
can serve as a logical framework to develop and update publications, which have been instrumental in
their own right to shape the field. The paper also provides a checklist of potential research projects in
strategic innovation, which will improve and strengthen the field. The new framework provides a
comprehensive checklist of strategic management initiatives that will help industry to initiate, plan
and execute effective innovation strategies.
Originality: The concept mapping of the themes of strategic innovation yield a new dominant logic,
which will influence the evolution of the field and its relevance to both academia and industry.
Keywords
Strategic innovation, dominant logic, thematic framework, taxonomy, strategic management,
innovation management
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Taking stock of strategic innovation
Strategic innovation (SI) is an emergent field in academic literature that is in its growth stage,
characterized by a diversity of themes and sub themes. A universally accepted thematic
framework of SI is yet to be established by academia. The rich variety of concepts in the field
spans the themes of creativity, strategic orientation, cooperation, internal capabilities,
strategic implementation and environmental adaptation among many other areas. Whilst the
concepts of SI present in the literature may cover an exhaustive list of themes, there is a lack
of a dominant logic and structure. The field is at the stage where it is likely to experience an
evolutionary shakeout that will determine which themes qualify as the core foundations of the
subject and how knowledge on SI can be categorized into a rational sequence of thematic
building blocks. Strategic management and innovation management, as independent fields,
have been instrumental to disseminating knowledge on competitivity and economic
development. Merging the fields into a consistent taxonomy would assist the development of
SI and promote its dissemination in academic and industry literature.
This paper aims to lay the foundations to develop a dominant logic and a common thematic
framework of SI, and to encourage consensus over the field‟s main themes and components.
We initiate the methodological process by exploring the intersection between the constituent
fields of SI, namely strategic management and innovation management. We categorize the
main themes and search for common ground in order to develop the core thematic framework
of SI. Next, we look at the sub themes of SI in published research and develop a more
detailed framework. The process of categorization is carried out through a concept mapping
methodology that groups topics into areas of knowledge. The categories are then placed in a
logical sequence according to how they occur in practice or in the order of how the concepts
develop from each other.
Table 1 provides a list of the main themes of strategic management and innovation
management, which we discuss in the next sections.
Nag et al. (2007) demonstrate through a bibliometric methodology, that there is consensus on
seven main themes of strategic management: intended and emergent initiatives, intra firm
dynamics, management and ownership, resources, performance, nature of firms, and
environmental considerations. The literature that is widely adopted for pedagogic purposes
follows a theoretical framework based on the process of strategic management and includes:
internal and external strategic evaluation, strategic planning (business, corporate,
competitive, international and cooperative strategies), implementation, and analysis of
strategic outcomes (Grant, 2013; Hitt et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2011; McGee et al., 2010;
Sammut-Bonnici and McGee, 2013).
The taxonomy of innovation management revolves around a less structured set of themes,
which appears in different categories in academic literature on the subject. The core themes
of innovation management are more difficult to identify than strategic management. The links
and sequence of the themes are yet to be organized in a logical temporal order of how one
topic builds on the other. The types of innovation range from gradual incremental change of
current products to revolution, disruption and reinvention of new industries, as in the case of
digital technology. Open innovation involves external resources in order to acquire
inspiration, skills and ideas. Closed innovation is limited to proprietary internal resources
such as internal R&D (Fagerberg et al., 2006; Tidd and Bessant, 2013; Trott 2008; SammutBonnici, 2013; White and Bruton, 2013).
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An evolving dominant logic of strategic innovation
The intersection of strategic management and innovation management is investigated by
Sundbo (2002) from the academic perspectives of strategy, innovation, sociology and
economics. The premise of an SI theory is discussed in the light of „reproduced changes‟
(planned innovation) and „non-reproduced changes‟ (reactions to change in the environment).
This is an interesting departure from the Schumpeterian perspective of innovation as an
“evolutionary process of continuous innovation and creative destruction” (page 126,
Freeman, 2009), or the textbook description of innovation being incremental or radical, and
open or closed. Sundbo‟s theoretical assumptions revolve around four principles. First,
innovation can be forced by changes in markets and industries. Secondly, innovation can be
generated independently by the firm‟s internal initiatives. Thirdly, the process of innovation
is influenced by the decision makers‟ interpretation of their environment and their choice of
strategic actions. The fourth principle is that innovation requires internal and external social
networks in order to tap into new ideas and resources.
The first and second principles are developed from the literature on strategic management.
They combine elements of industrial organization and resource based views, which are
usually considered as conflicting perspectives. Sundbo brings harmony between the
perspectives by introducing a temporal sequence of occurrence between change in the
environment and strategic activity. The environment acts as a determinant of innovation and
internal resources are required for innovation to occur. The third principle builds on the
themes of strategic management that focus on behavioral strategy (Hodgkinson, 2013),
cognitive maps (Sammut-Bonnici, 2013) and strategic renewal (Sammut-Bonnici and
McGee; 2013). The fourth element is derived from the theory of strategic management on
social capital, which is the set of resources acquired from the networks of cooperation inside
and outside the firm for the benefit of customers and shareholders. Social capital constitutes
one of the key resource groups of a firm, which includes financial capital, organizational
capital and human capital. Both the third and fourth elements of Sundbo‟s framework are
concerned with the resources of the firm and how they extend beyond the organization‟s
boundaries.
The pressure on the firm to innovate may come from trajectories (such as technological
advancement and changes in the economy) and actors (such as shareholders, suppliers,
customers and competitors). To alleviate the tension created between the disruption of the
status quo and the firm‟s current competencies, the organization starts to look into its
resources and capabilities to innovate and construct new core competences. In this way, the
firm initiates an innovation process. Management will shape the nature and effectiveness of
the process through the way resources are grouped into operational capabilities and
transformed into core competencies, which competitors could find difficult to imitate. The
concepts and assumptions described by Sundbo are familiar territory for researchers with
knowledge of strategic management.
What is interesting about this particular framework is that it applies the concepts of SI in a
logical manner. The temporal approach of describing SI brings a sense of order to the field.
Sundbo simplifies SI, which is currently a diverse if somewhat chaotic field of study, and
transforms it into a logical framework based on a sequence of events: the pressure to
innovate, the reaction to those pressures and the implementation of innovation.
Keupp et al. (2012) provide a systematic review of the research conducted on SI from 1992 to
2010. The authors contend that the current state of the SI field is characterized by a variety of
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theoretical frameworks and gaps in knowledge on the nature and the process of SI. The
research utilizes the strategic management framework constructed by Nag et al. (2007) to
categorize the components of academic research on SI. The authors uncover an interesting list
of the types of innovation that are studied in the literature, which fall into the broad groups
of: technical innovation, administrative innovation, research and development, exploration
and exploitation, and hybrid forms of innovation. A more important contribution by Keupp et
al. is the compilation of two lists of antecedents and outcomes of SI. Due to the robust
methodology of the research and the comprehensive set of themes uncovered in the field of
SI, the list is a valid starting point for the construction of a more coherent and standard
taxonomy of the field.
Proposal for a process-based thematic framework of SI
In this section, we develop a proposal for the development of a new standard taxonomy for SI
based on the existing thematic frameworks of strategic management, innovation management
and the emergent literature on SI, coupled with a logical progression of how innovation
occurs over time.
In the first stage (see Table 1) we build the first framework on established knowledge from
strategic management, which is based on strategic processes (Grant, 2013; Hitt et al., 2012;
Johnson et al., 2011; McGee et al., 2010; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013) and the classification of the
seven elements of strategic management (Nag et al., 2007). We integrate the framework with
the concepts of innovation management that are diffused in academic research and
pedagogical publications (Fagerberg et al., 2006; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013; Tidd and Bessant,
2013; Trott 2008; White and Bruton, 2013).
In the second stage, (see Table 2) we enrich the framework with an adaptation of Sundbo‟s
description of SI based on reactive and preemptive strategies, and the assumption that
innovation is determined by the external forces, internal resources and capabilities,
management‟s cognition of the environment and social capital. The research findings of
Keupp et al. (2012) are integrated into the framework to provide a more detailed description
of SI. The list of SI elements in Keupp et al. is comprehensive and reflects the meticulous
cataloguing of research projects and their themes. It is not intended to reflect a temporal
framework of how SI should be taught or the sequence of event of how it occurs in practice.
We resolve this issue by looking at the temporal nature of the thematic framework of
strategic management and adapt it to the special circumstances of SI.
The result of the concept mapping process yields seven main themes of SI: types of strategic
innovation, environmental analysis and strategic innovation, strategic innovation planning,
enabling strategic innovation, collaborative networks, managing knowledge, and strategic
outcomes.
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Table 1: A New Thematic Framework of Strategic Innovation (First Stage)
Derived from strategic management and innovation management literature
Existing thematic frameworks of

Developing the new thematic framework of

Strategic Management
and Innovation Management

Strategic Innovation

(High level themes)

Strategic management
Categories identified by Nag et al. (2007):
Intended and emergent initiatives
Internal organization
Management and ownership
Utilization of resources
Performance
Nature of firms
External environmental
Main themes (Grant, 2013; Hitt et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2011;
McGee et al., 2010; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013):
Strategic analysis, internal and external evaluation
Developing resources, capabilities and core competencies
Strategic positioning
Strategic planning
(business, corporate, competitive, international, cooperative
strategies)
Implementation and realization of strategy
Analysis of strategic outcomes
Innovation management
Main themes (Fagerberg et al., 2006; Tidd and Bessant, 2013;
Trott 2008; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013, White and Bruton, 2013):
Characteristics of Innovation
Benefits of innovation
Emergent and planned innovation
Incremental and radical innovation
Open and closed innovation
Sources of innovation
Creating an innovative organization
Innovation process
Developing firm structure
Decision making under uncertainty
Measuring and auditing innovation
Characteristics of innovators
Innovation strategy
Firm infrastructure
Resources and support services
Product development
Core business processes development

(First stage of concept mapping derived from high-level themes in
the fields of strategic management and innovation management.)

Characteristics of innovation
Benefits of innovation
Emergent and planned innovation
Incremental and radical innovation
Open and closed innovation
Sources of innovation
Recognizing innovators
Strategic innovation analysis
Internal evaluation: measuring and auditing innovation
External evaluation: competition, demand, trends and challenges
Strategic positioning
Identify current competitive position
Shifting competitive position
Strategic innovation
Firm infrastructure
Resources and support services
Product development
Core business processes development
Creating an innovative organization
Developing firm structure
Management and ownership
Decision making under uncertainty
Implementation of innovation strategy
Innovation process
Developing resources, capabilities and core competencies
Managing knowledge
Developing internal knowledge
Acquiring industry knowledge
Internal and external R&D
Intellectual property
Patents
Collaboration
Ventures
Innovation networks
Market adoption
Diffusion and adoption
Analysis of strategic outcomes and performance
Performance measurement

Managing knowledge
R&D
Intellectual property
Patents
Developing internal knowledge
Acquiring industry knowledge
Collaboration
Ventures
Innovation networks
Market adoption
Diffusion and adoption
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Table 2: A New Thematic Framework of Strategic Innovation (Second Stage)
Derived from strategic innovation literature
Existing Themes of

Proposed New Thematic Framework of

Strategic Innovation

Strategic Innovation

High level themes and sub themes

Second stage of concept mapping derived from high level themes
and sub themes within the literature on strategic innovation

Strategic innovation framework

1. Types of strategic innovation
Triggers of innovation
Benefits of Innovation
Emergent and planned innovation
Incremental and radical innovation
Open and closed innovation

Concepts developed by Sundbo (2002):
Innovation determined by the market
Innovation determined by internal resources and processes
Managerial cognition of their environment
Trajectories and trends
Actors and stakeholders
Managerial structures
Internal and external networks
Strategic innovation research themes
List of SI themes codified by Keupp et al. (2012):
Acquisition and divestiture
Administrative innovation
Administrative organization
Agreement characteristics
Alliance performance
Appropriation strategy
Barriers to innovation
Book value of assets
Business survival/firm exit
Characteristics of alliance or cooperative network
Characteristics of partners
Competition
Competitive strategy
Complementary assets
Co-operation timing
Co-operative agreements
Culture
Economic and technological
factors
Economic/technological
significance of innovation
Experience with co-operation
Exploitation
Financial performance
Financial resources
Firm age, size
Growth
Human resources and practices
Industry resources
Intangible resources, knowledge
and capabilities
Internationalization strategy
Knowledge sourcing
Lead user characteristics
Location
Manufacturing strategy
Market entry mode
Market performance
Measures of ambidexterity
(exploration and exploitation)

Multinational organization
Network characteristics
New product development
Organizational climate, culture
Organizational design
Ownership issues
Patent output, quality, quantity
Political factors
Prior firm performance
Problems of alliances
Process characteristics
Process innovation
Process management issues
Product characteristics
Product innovation
Product quality
Productivity
Product strategy
R&D investment
Resource creation
Resource inefficiency
Sector and industry affiliation
Service innovation
Speed of technological
development of industry
Structural integration
Tangible assets
Technical innovation
Technological intensity
Technological pioneering and
first-mover strategy
Technological threats
Technology sourcing
Time-to-market/innovation
speed/time-to-imitation
Turnover of industry
Uncertainty

2. Environmental analysis and strategic innovation
Internal evaluation: revenues, market share, growth, process
efficiency, alliance performance, patent output, product and
service delivery, quality, logistic efficiency
External evaluation: consumer demand, competition, industry
evolution, supply of resources, economy, technology, social
trends, regulation
Recognizing the firms strategic competitive position
3. Strategic innovation planning
Market level strategy
- Product and service development
- Customer process development
- Competitive strategy
- Market entry strategy
- First-mover and follower strategies
- Growth strategy
Firm level strategy
- Upgrading and sourcing resources
- Firm infrastructure and core business processes
- Knowledge and technology sourcing
- Technological pioneering
- Manufacturing strategy
- R&D investment
4. Enabling strategic innovation
Developing innovation processes
Identifying internal and external sources of innovation
Transforming resources, capabilities and core competencies
Human Capital
- Recognizing innovators
- Human resources practices
- Managerial cognition
- Decision making processes
Organizational Capital
- Organizational culture
- Organizational structure
- Management and ownership
Social Capital
- Internal networks
- External networks
Financial Capital
- Investment in R&D and collaboration networks
- Investment in human, organizational and social capital
Strategic ambidexterity and flexibility
Measuring and auditing internal innovation
5. Collaborative networks
Collaboration networks
Partnering, venturing, alliances
Acquisition and divestiture
6. Managing knowledge
Developing internal knowledge
Acquiring external knowledge
Internal and external R&D
Intellectual property and patents
7. Strategic outcomes and performance
Market adoption
Revenues, market share, growth, future survivability
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We propose that future studies of strategic management would consider a deeper and more
nuanced understanding of the actions and processes involved in strategic initiatives. We
suggest that innovation scholars adopt a processual approach (Pettigrew, 1992) and try to
examine research questions about how and why particular innovations emerge, change or
become institutionalized across particular firms, industries and geographies. A related
approach would be to examine SI from a practice perspective (Sandberg and Tsoukas, 2011;
Paroutis et al. 2013; Vaara and Whittington, 2012), which would entail studies examining the
distinctive activities emerging during innovation projects. For instance, studies could explore
the language and discursive features (Paroutis and Heracleous, 2013) of particular
innovations and how they change over time. Studies of innovation adopting a processual and
practice approach could try to investigate research question such as: “How do innovation
initiatives emerge and get implemented? What is the performance impact of these initiatives
for value activities of the firm?” In terms of the research design that these studies could use,
we would suggest a qualitative design or a mixed qualitative and quantitative design as most
appropriate to address these questions. Results from these studies would help provide more
novel explanations of key questions found in strategic innovation research.
We suggest a renewed focus on the human capital, agents and their teams involved in SI
initiatives or projects within and across firms. Here knowledge can be gained by
advancements in the strategic management field, and particularly the strategy-as-practice
perspective, which views strategy “as a socially accomplished, situated activity arising from
the actions and interactions of multiple level actors” (Jarzabkowski, 2005, p. 6) and considers
strategy not only as something an organization has but something that its members “do”
(Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Vaara and Whittington, 2012). Empirical research in this area
focuses on particular strategists, for instance the strategy director or chief strategy officer
(Angwin et al. 2009; Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2005) and strategy teams more generally
(Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2007). In a similar vein, innovation scholars could provide a fresh
understanding about “who are the managers and their teams involved in innovation projects”
and “what they actually do during innovation projects” and exploring the enablers and
disablers of such work. Such studies could help uncover whether, alongside the quantitative,
performance outcomes of innovation initiatives, there are also qualitative, performative
aspects (Paroutis and Heracleous, 2013) of innovation work.
Recent advancements in our understanding of strategic cognition and practice also point to
areas that innovation management scholars could explore further. Hodgkinson and Healy
(2011) challenge the assumptions and conclusions of dynamic capability theory by examining
the core dimensions of strategic cognition. They offer a model in social cognitive
neuroscience - controlled vs. automatic processing, to show that “the development and
maintenance of dynamic capabilities requires firms to harness managers' reflexive and
reflective abilities, to utilize implicit and explicit cognitive and emotional processes in
harmony, to facilitate sensing, seizing and reconfiguration” (page 1510). Powell et al. (2011)
introduce the Hodgkinson and Healey paper and explain that: “The authors argue that
emotion and intuition play essential roles in building individual and collective capabilities
and suggest ways of aligning strategy theory with models of capability development in
cognitive neuroscience” (page 1382). Adopting a similar approach, future SI scholars could
examine the cognitive and psychological foundations of managers involved in innovation
projects, and critically, how these foundations change over time and with what effect on the
success or failure of the particular project.
Another theme we propose for future research efforts on SI, involves a focus on new artifacts
of innovation and how they relate to other activities inside the firm and across industries.
Related to the previous theme of process and practice, the focus on artifacts of innovation is
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not something totally new in the literature on innovation. What is novel here is the suggestion
to study the emergence and adoption of particular artifacts and the way the adoption of these
artifacts is related to principal activities inside the firm beyond the innovation process (for
example marketing or organizational design or broader organizational issues). For instance,
Paroutis and Al Saleh (2009) show how the adoption of Web 2.0 is related to the issue of
trust.
Special issue papers
In this special issue, we have selected papers that promote new theoretical and empirical
research on developments within the field and practice of innovation. The papers in this
special issue aim to provide the reader with a number of alternative research questions,
research designs and sub-areas of contribution within the broader innovation management
scholarship.
We examine the papers in this special issue and their contribution to the agenda of SI
knowledge, in more detail below:
Horn and Brem examine the field of innovation management from a strategic perspective. An
analysis of research papers about innovation management, allows the author to identify seven
major challenges in these areas: accelerating global innovation and new product
development, network organizations and organizational design, intellectual property, business
model innovation, frugality, sustainability, and finally, customer-oriented innovation.
Building on these challenges, a conceptual framework is offered that allows researchers to
identify potential gaps and areas for further research. Furthermore, the paper provides a
discussion of aspects that will become increasingly important for future strategic innovation,
such as sustainability, value chain, organizational behavior, design and technology
management.
Cummings et al. examine the ways open innovation and crowdsourcing are utilized to address
R&D issues. The authors provide a case study of an R&D organization‟s response to the
increased adoption of open innovation and crowdsourcing. The findings demonstrate the
range of benefits of crowdsourcing for R&D organizations, for instance the generation of a
pipeline of projects and clients as well as avoiding the challenge to the professional status of
the organization‟s research capability. Importantly, the study provides insights about how and
why the alternative of problem sourcing can prove more effective than traditional innovation
methods. Overall, innovation scholars gain a greater understanding of how open innovation
and crowdsourcing initiatives are implemented and some of the challenges during this
implementation.
Banerjee explores geographical location and its importance for technology clusters. The
research looks at how the media describes and builds the reputation of different locations.
The main findings are that the reputation generated by the media in a local context may not
be interpreted on an international level in the same way. Negative reputation is difficult to
overcome at a global level, even if the context and the social issues have changed. The
reputation and social circumstances of a geographical location have a strong effect on the
selection of a new location for technology firms.
Saunila and Ukko look at the impact of measurement on the strategic component of
innovation capabilities. The study applies a survey methodology directed at small and
medium sized enterprises. The results show that measurement has positive effects on issues
related to the development of a firm‟s capabilities regarding innovation.
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Theyel et al. provide insights into the work of inventors that try to grow new ventures. Using
a case study of a non-profit company and its business clients, the author addresses the
question: “How can new ventures be enabled to create value by finding the resources needed
to realize business opportunities in a specific market arena?” The analysis of the business
case reveals four areas related to emerging ventures: technology, market, financing and team.
Overall, this study provides a more nuanced understanding of how, in practice, new ventures
try to address the challenge of matching resources to opportunities.
The purpose of Chaston‟s research is to examine the performance of firms in relation to open
innovation. Data is acquired through a survey of senior and middle managers. The results
indicate that firms operating in an emerging economy find that engaging in open innovation
can be an effective strategy for increasing organizational performance.
This special issue aims to promote a new empirical research on the developments within the
field and practice of SI. Accordingly, the purpose of this editorial paper is three-fold: to
provide an overview of the key themes in strategy and innovation research, to introduce the
papers in the current special issue and finally to propose avenues for future research efforts.
Overall, we hope readers of this special issue are inspired by the variety of topics and issues
examined by the special issue papers.
Future studies
Further research could explore issues within the new SI thematic framework (see Table 2)
that we propose earlier in the paper. Table 3 provides a summary of the themes that we are
recommending for further research.
In the first theme on the „types of strategic innovation‟, the sub theme on „emergence‟
requires a more robust set of theoretical underpinnings. The knowledge on complexity
adaptive systems (Sammut-Bonnici, 2013) would be a possible perspective to explore how
innovation emerges in response to environmental stimuli, or how it emerges in a firm that
needs to adapt to external pressures in order to survive. The underlying mechanism can be
one of change and adaptation to fit the environment. Firms engage in the process of
adaptation reactively or proactively, depending on their cognitive appreciation of the external
environment and how they perceive competitive, market and economic threats (Hodgkinson,
2013; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013; Wilson, 2013). The link between adaptation to the
environment and managerial cognition is yet to be developed through academic research.
In the second theme on „environmental analysis‟, the sub theme on „sources of innovation‟
merits more attention. Research in this area would document and catalogue examples of how
firms seek ideas, inspiration and innovation, and how they acquire them. For example,
Google provides an interesting set of strategies for innovation acquisition including the
reconfiguration of existing resources (which created the technology for the original search
platform), mergers and acquisitions and buying in of patent rights and inventions (such as the
acquisition of the advertising model and the Google Earth components from its predecessor
Keyhole). The process of how innovation is sought and absorbed by firms would provide
insights to academia and industry to develop the practice further.
The third section on „strategic innovation planning‟ drives the core foundation for a new
dominant logic and thematic framework of SI. More research is required to update and enrich
the typology of innovation strategies. The framework as it stands is dependent on knowledge
from strategic management, which focuses on business, corporate, competitive, international
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and cooperative paradigms. Through a systematic approach to researching SI initiatives,
academia can develop a set of strategies that is more aligned to the strategic objectives of
innovation.
The fourth section on „enabling strategic innovation‟ has sub themes that are developed and
established in the strategy literature, particularly the treatment of transforming resources into
capabilities and core competencies. The field of dynamic capabilities is a widely published
theme in strategic management and is a rich source of knowledge on „strategic
ambidexterity‟. The sub theme could be developed through research to provide descriptive
and prescriptive knowledge on how firms can speed up their reaction to environmental
opportunities and challenges. The sub theme interlinks with the strategic management topics
on strategic renewal and strategic fit (Sammut-Bonnici and McGee, 2013)
The fifth section on „collaborative networks‟ provides an opportunity for more research into
the nature of cooperation, ventures, alliances and acquisitions. The sub theme can be explored
within the parameters of cooperation for SI and aimed at cataloging the various forms of
collaboration enacted specifically for the scope of fostering innovation.
In the sixth thematic group on the „management of knowledge‟ opens up another area for SI.
Future research in the area can aim to identify how knowledge management can inform and
enable SI initiatives.
The seventh and the last theme on „outcomes and performance‟ poses an interesting
proposition for future research. Whilst the literature on performance measurement provides
us with a prolific set of measurement tools and methodologies, there is a need for more
content on „market adoption‟ as applied to SI. The successful market adoption of an
innovation is a clear indication that innovation strategy has been successful. The literature in
academic journals provide an abundant supply of knowledge in the area of market adoption,
which is linked to themes such as innovation diffusion, technology adoption, network
externalities, network effects, critical mass and increasing returns (Varian et al., 2004;
Rogers, 2010; Sammut-Bonnici, 2013; Sammut-Bonnici and McGee, 2002). The insights
gained from the literature on innovation diffusion would provide a solid base to develop new
types of SI plans, directed at increasing the speed of market adoption. The fundamental
question of why particular innovations get adopted and disseminated across industries could
be reassessed and examined from a processual and practice approach to help reveal how the
particular actions of actors (or groups of actors) help or hinder the adoption of innovation
over time.
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Table 3: Future Research Directions for Strategic Innovation
(Based on the proposed dominant logic and thematic framework in Table 2)

Main themes

Sub themes recommended
for future research

Potential contribution

1. Types of strategic
innovation

Emergent innovation
initiatives

Insights on the mechanism and the ideal conditions
to encourage response to environmental stimuli and
adaption to external pressures in order to survive and
thrive.

2. Environmental analysis

Sources of innovation

Prescriptive insights on how firms seek ideas,
inspiration and innovation capabilities to create and
supply new products, services and processes.

3. Strategic innovation
planning

Typology of strategic
innovation initiatives

To enrich the typology of innovation strategies firm
can plan and implement. To develop strategies that
are better aligned with the objectives of innovation.

4. Enabling strategic
innovation

Firm ambidexterity,
flexibility and dynamic
capabilities

To provide knowledge on how firms can speed up
their reaction to environmental opportunities and
challenges.

5. Collaborative networks

Nature of cooperation in
strategic innovation

Cataloging the various forms of collaboration and
providing insights on agreement content,
configuration and structure.

6. Management of
knowledge

Link of knowledge
management and
innovation

Identify how knowledge management can inform and
enable strategic innovation initiatives.

7. Outcomes and
performance

Market adoption

Development of the concept of market adoption to
increase knowledge on innovation diffusion,
technology adoption, network externalities, network
effects, critical mass and increasing returns. More
knowledge regarding the difference between network
products (which diffuse rapidly) and other products
provide strategic insights on market adoption rates.

Conclusion
In this editorial paper we put forward a proposal for a new dominant logic and thematic
framework of SI. We provide a brief outline of the current special issue papers. We look at
the new framework of SI and offer a number of sub themes that future studies on innovation
management could explore further. We discuss the objectives the research could be based
upon as well as the potential contributions to SI‟s debates and practices. We argue that these
themes have great potential in helping gain a deeper and more holistic understanding of the
role and impact on process and practice in the modern firm. The knowledge gained from
these studies could potentially assist practitioners involved in SI to improve their innovation
initiatives and their effect on performance.
The new thematic framework we are proposing for SI in Table 2 remains preliminary in
nature and would need to be tried and tested by researchers and practitioners in order to gain
acceptability. A standard taxonomy and core framework of any field is developed through
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collective consensus, which can only be established over time by a large population of users.
Its success will depend on whether there is a sufficient level of diffusion and adoption of the
new framework, similar to the diffusion and adoption of any innovation. Academic rigor and
methodological structure are not sufficient to determine whether our proposed thematic
framework of SI will become widely diffused in academia and industry. It would have to pass
through an emergent, evolutionary process of selection, adoption and an inevitable degree of
change and adaptation.
We hope that our proposal for a new dominant logic and thematic framework of SI, and the
discussions featured in this special issue will inspire current and future generations of
strategy and innovation scholars to develop new questions, utilize bold research designs and
generate novel findings that will fuel further debate in the field.
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